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Core Instructional & Supplemental Materials including various levels of Texts 

 Harcourt Social Studies People We Know 

 Wonders Reading/Writing Workshop Book 

 Wonders Literature Anthology 

 Wonders Leveled Readers (Approaching, ELL, On, and Beyond) 

 Nystrom Maps, Globes, and Atlases 

 Google Earth 

 Sneetches by Dr. Seuss 

 McGraw Hill Impact News 

 ReadWorks 

 Pebble Go subscription database 

 

Time Frame 3 weeks 

Topics 

 

● COMMUNITY AND GOVERNMENT   
● NATIONAL HOLIDAYS AND HISTORICAL AMERICAN FIGURES   
 

Essential Questions 

 

● How can citizens fulfill their civic responsibilities within their community?     
● Why do we need leaders? 
● How does our country’s government work? 
● What can be done to resolve various types of conflict? 
● What are safe and effective strategies for accessing various sources of information and historical 

evidence, determining their validity, and using them to solve a problem or find a solution to a 

public policy question? 
     

Enduring Understandings 

 

● Rules and laws are developed to protect people’s rights and the security and welfare of society.    
● The United States Constitution guarantees certain fundamental rights for citizens. 
● American constitutional government is based on principles of limited government, shared 

authority, fairness, and equality.  
● The United States democratic system requires active participation of its citizens.  

https://www.google.com/earth/
http://k-5impactnews.azurewebsites.net/
http://readworks.org/
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● In a representative democracy, individuals elect representatives to act on the behalf of the people.   
● There are different branches within the United States government, each with its own structure, 

leaders, and processes, and each designed to address specific issues and concerns.   
● Key historical events, documents, and individuals led to the development of our nation.    
● The study of American folklore and popular historical figures enables Americans with diverse 

cultural backgrounds to feel connected to a national heritage.   
● Active citizens in the 21

st
 century  

o recognize that people have different perspectives based on their beliefs, values, traditions, 

culture, and experiences. 
o identify stereotyping, bias, prejudice, and discrimination in their lives and communities.  
o are aware of their relationships to people, places, and resources in the local community 

and beyond. 
o make informed and reasoned decisions by seeking and assessing information, asking 

questions, and evaluating alternate solutions.   
o develop strategies to reach consensus and resolve conflict. 
o demonstrate understanding of the need for fairness and take appropriate action against 

unfairness.  
● There are credible and questionable information sources about historical and contemporary 

events.  
 

Alignment to Standards 

 6.1.4.A.1  Explain how rules and laws created by community, state, and national governments 

protect the rights of people, help resolve conflicts, and promote the common good. 
 6.1.4.A.2  Explain how fundamental rights guaranteed by the United States Constitution and 

the Bill of Rights (i.e., freedom of expression, freedom of religion, the right to vote, and the 

right to due process) contribute to the continuation and improvement of American democracy. 
 6.1.4.A.3  Determine how “fairness,” “equality,” and the common good have influenced new 

laws and policies over time at the local and national levels of United States government. 
 6.1.4.A.6  Explain how national and state governments share power in the federal system of 

government.   
 6.1.4.A.7  Explain how the United States functions as a representative democracy and 

describe the roles of elected representatives and how they interact with citizens at local, state, 

and national levels.  
 6.1.4.A.11  Explain how the fundamental rights of the individual and the common good of the 

country depend upon all citizens exercising their civic responsibilities at the community, state, 

national, and global levels. 
 6.1.4.D.5 Relate key historical documents (i.e., the Mayflower Compact, the Declaration of 

Independence, the United States Constitution, and the Bill of Rights) to present day 

government and citizenship.  
 6.1.4.D.12  Explain how folklore and the actions of famous historical and fictional characters 
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from New Jersey and other regions of the United States contributed to the American national 

heritage. 
 6.3.4.A.1  Determine what makes a good rule or law and apply this understanding to rules and 

laws in your school or community (e.g., bike helmet, recycling). 
 6.3.4.A.2  Examine the impact of a local issue by considering the perspectives of different 

groups, including community members and local officials. 
 6.3.4.A.3  Select a local issue and develop a group action plan to inform 
 school and/or community members about the issue. 

 6.3.4.D.1  Identify actions that are unfair or discriminatory, such as bullying, and propose 

solutions to address such actions.      

Key Concepts and Skills 

 

Students will be able to 

 understand what a “right” is and explain citizens’ rights and responsibilities at home, at school, 

and in the community. 
 define the following terms:  leader,  citizen, right, law, community, responsibility, fairness, and 

consequence. 
 distinguish fact from fiction. 
 recognize the need for rules and laws and the consequences of breaking them. 
 identify and describe the functions of government. 
 understand how government works to help citizen through services paid for by taxes. 
 understand the governmental positions of mayor, governor, and president.   
 understand that our country’s historical documents define our system of government. 
 understand that active participation is required of all citizens in order to protect our democratic 

system of government.   
 understand the basic rights and freedoms that are afforded all US citizens through the  

o Constitution, including the right to freedom of expression and religion, the right to vote,   

o and the right to due process.     

 determine the difference between fantasy and reality in legends.   
 understand that rules give order, ensure fair play, and protect people’s right and welfare.    
 define terms such as bullying, bystander, intimidation, harassment, conflict, and resolve. 
 use a problem-solving process to identify a problem, gather information, and list possible 

solutions.  
 learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting research. 
 understand that when citing information from any source, credit must be given to the author.  
 continue to increase their understanding of bullying, intimidation, and harassment as inappropriate 

and unacceptable behaviors.   
 use digital tools and environments to support the learning process and foster collaboration in 

solving local and global problems.  
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Learning Activities  

 

Students will work independently and collaboratively to 

● discuss the benefits of a group of people following the same rules, such as students in a 

school. 
● discuss the negative impact of people in one area having a variety of rules.   
● develop a set of agreed upon rules for the classroom.   
● draw up a document displaying the classroom rules and present to the class. 
● use the Internet to examine various jobs in our community and discuss the responsibilities of 

our local citizenry. 
● write a letter to your mayor, using keyboarding skills, about a problem in your community 

and include your proposal for how to solve it. 
● interview family members who can share their profession, responsibilities, and roles within 

their job and present to peers.   
● using keyboarding skills, illustrate and communicate your ideas about pledging allegiance to 

the flag each day in school to a friend in a different class.     
● create a graphic organizer including the rules, laws, and functions of a government. 
● use a graphic organizer to explain the rules, laws, and functions in a writing assignment and 

present it to the class.   
● pretend to be Francis Scott Key and write in response to the following:  “How did you feel 

when you saw the flag ‘by the dawn’s early light’?”   
● decide upon a problem facing the community at large and focus upon ways to solve the 

problem.  Write a letter to the mayor that includes solutions.   
● role-play a local council meeting using props and including procedures that take place at such 

a meeting; present to another class.      
● read The Legend of Johnny Appleseed and discuss the meaning of the word “legend;” then  

use tally marks to determine the class’ favorite types of apples and display results. 

● investigate and research information about legendary figures, such as Johnny Appleseed, Paul 

Bunyan, and John Henry.     
● trace the route, according to the story of Johnny Appleseed or Paul Bunyan, followed in their 

ventures through the use of Google map applications.     
● make up a legendary character and write a story about him/her  
● create a Venn diagram showing the fantasy and reality components of various legends and 

legendary characters.   
● begin to learn which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting research   
● discuss and analyze why it is important and ethical to cite resources. 
● continue discussions about bullying situations and discussing possible resolutions to the 

conflict.      
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Assessments 

Formative: 

 Teacher Observation (anecdotal notes) 

 Class/group participation 

 Exit Tickets 

 Writing Journals 

 Quizzes 

 

Summative: 

 Chapter Tests 

 Unit Tests 

 

Alternative: 

 Council Meeting Role Play 

Career Education 

 CRP1. Students will act as responsible and contributing citizens and employees when 

developing a set of agreed upon rules for the classroom. 

 CRP4. Students will communicate clearly and effectively and with reason when role playing a 

council meeting. 

21
st
 Century Skills  

 9.2.4.A.2-Students identify various life roles and civic and work‐ related activities in the 

school, home, and community when learning about rights of citizens and developing a set of 

agreed upon rules for the classroom. 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

English Language Arts: 

Reading Informational Text 

 RI.2.10. Read and comprehend informational texts, including history/social studies (Harcourt 

People We Know; ReadWorks articles), science, and technical texts, at grade level text 

complexity proficiently with scaffolding as needed. 
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Technology Integration 

● 8.1.2.A.1 Students will identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose 

when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 

● 8.1.2.A.2  Students will create a document using Google Docs. 

● 8.1.2.A.4 Students will demonstrate developmentally appropriate navigation skills in virtual 

environments (Connect Ed platform) 

● 8.1.2.B.1 Students will llustrate and communicate original ideas and stories using multiple 

digital tools and resources (Google Slides and Flip Grid) 

● 8.1.2.C.1 Engage in a variety of developmentally appropriate learning activities with students 

in other classes, schools, or countries using various media formats such as online 

collaborative tools, and social media. 

● 8.1.2.D.1 Students will develop an understanding of ownership of print and nonprint 

information when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 
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Time Frame 3 weeks 

Topics 

 

● COMMUNITY AND GOVERNMENT   
● WEEK OF RESPECT 
● NATIONAL HOLIDAYS AND HISTORICAL AMERICAN FIGURES  

 

Essential Questions 

 

 How does our country’s government work?  

 How have historical figures contributed to American life?   

 How do we determine if sources are legitimate?   

 What are effective strategies for accessing various sources of information and historical 

evidence, determining their validity, and using them to solve a problem or find a solution to 

a public policy question? 
 

Enduring Understandings 

 

● American constitutional government is based on principles of limited government, shared 

authority, fairness, and equality.  
● There are different branches within the United States government, each with its own structure, 

leaders, and processes, and each designed to address specific issues and concerns.   
● The democratic system of the United States requires active participation of its citizens.    
● There are different branches with the US government, each with its own structure, leaders, and 

processes, and each designed to address specific issues and concerns. 
● Key historical events, documents, and individuals led to the development of our nation. 
● In a representative democracy, individuals elect representatives to act on the behalf of the 

people.   
● Active citizens in the 21

st
 century  

o recognize that people have different perspectives based on their beliefs, values, 

traditions, culture, and experiences. 
o identify stereotyping, bias, prejudice, and discrimination in their lives and communities.  
o are aware of their relationships to people, places, and resources in the local community 

and beyond. 
o make informed and reasoned decisions by seeking and assessing information, asking 

questions, and evaluating alternate solutions.   
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o develop strategies to reach consensus and resolve conflict. 
o demonstrate understanding of the need for fairness and take appropriate action against 

unfairness.  
● There are credible and questionable sources of information about historical and contemporary 

events.  
 

Alignment to Standards 

● 6.1.4.A.3 Determine how “fairness,” “equality,” and the “common good” have influenced new 

laws and policies over time at the local and national levels of United States government. 
● 6.1.4.A.4  Explain how the United States government is organized and how the 
● United States Constitution defines and checks the power of government. 

● 6.1.4.A.5  Distinguish the roles and responsibilities of the three branches of the national 

government.  
● 6.1.4.A.6  Explain how national and state governments share power in the federal system of 

government.   
● 6.1.4.A.7  Explain how the United States functions as a representative democracy, and describe 

the roles of elected representatives and how they interact with citizens at local, state, and 

national levels. 
● 6.1.4.A.8  Compare and contrast how government functions at the community, county, state, 

and national levels, the services provided, and the impact of policy decisions made at each 

level.      
● 6.1.4.A.12  Explain the process of creating change at the local, state, or national level.   
● 6.1.4.D.4 Explain how key events led to the creation of the United States and the 
● state of New Jersey. 

● 6.1.4.D.5  Relate key historical documents (i.e., the Mayflower Compact, the 
● Declaration of Independence, the United States Constitution, and the Bill 

● of Rights) to present day government and citizenship. 

● 6.3.4.D.1  Identify actions that are unfair or discriminatory, such as bullying, and propose 

solutions to address such actions.      

Key Concepts and Skills 

 

Students will be able to 

● describe why we need leaders and how we choose them. 
● identify the local, state, and national leaders and their contributions. 
● define the following terms: government, judge, service, tax, election, Congress, Constitution, 

Supreme Court, legislature, council, democracy, capital, judicial branch, legislative branch, 

executive branch, and White House.     
● use a problem-solving process to identify a problem, gather information, and list possible 
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solutions.  
● identify and describe functions of government. 
● identify the three branches of national government and briefly explain the function of each. 
● identify the Constitution as the defining document of our country’s government. 
● define “fairness,” “equality,” and “the common good.” 
● use PowerPoint to develop a chart that shows the organization of the three branches of 

government and what their powers are. 
● Internet to access a copy of the Constitution and discuss the reasons for considering it a 

defining document of the United States form of government as we know it exists today.   
● discuss and understand the meaning behind the words in the Star-Spangled Banner.  
● discuss the Pledge of Allegiance and what it means.   
● identify Christopher Columbus as the explorer who discovered America. 
● understand why it is important and ethical to cite both print and non-print sources of  

information.   

● define terms such as bullying, bystander, intimidation, harassment, conflict, and resolve. 
● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 
      research   

● continue to increase their understanding of bullying, intimidation, and harassment as  
inappropriate and unacceptable behaviors.   

Learning Activities  

 

Students will work independently and collaboratively to 

 listen to The President’s Helpers and then make a chart showing the three branches of  
      government and what they each do. 

 understand government functions and its responsibilities. 
 create a word web of citizens’ and lawmaker’s roles and responsibilities. 
 write an essay about the qualities a good leader should possess and why you chose those 
      particular qualities.   

 create a mobile displaying the three branches of government 
 create a graphic on the computer that displays the three branches of government 
 prepare for a simulated election to take place in November. 
 make cards for a Match Game that matches terms with definitions. 
 go online to see virtual tours of Washington, D.C. and points of interest in the nation’s  
      capital city.  

 use a map of Washington, D.C. to locate government buildings. 
 create and perform a skit in which students will determine what rules are fair and equal.   
 figure out how much two-thirds is (the majority number Congress requires to pass a 
      law) by using 18 counters and dividing them into three equal groups.   
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 listen to stories of famous American figures known for their fairness and views on equality.     
 listen to the story of Christopher Columbus and participate in oral discussions about  
      the purpose of his voyage, problems faced, and why he is credited with discovering 

      America. 

 research Christopher Columbus, prepare a report using keyboarding skills, and present it to 

the class. 
 research how we know that the Earth is not flat; write a report about it using evidence to 

support your writing.     
 construct models of Columbus’ ships and explain to the class how they were made.  
 create a family tree and using keyboarding skills, write about the roles of each member in 
      their family.  Through skyping, exchange information about your family tree with a friend    

      from another school in the United States about your family tree.   

 blog with one another about the qualities a good leader should have.   
 discuss why it is important to cite both print and non-print sources when researching.   
 write letters to local government officials inviting them in to talk to the class about their  
       jobs and responsibilities.   

 write letters to community organizations, such as the Fire House, Police Station, Town Hall, 

and Post Office, inviting them into the classroom to discuss the services they provide.     
 view videos on Character Education and discuss what was learned.  
 create posters about caring for one another.   
 create a “Cooperation Collage” to post.    
 continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 

research   
 continue discussions about bullying situations and discussing possible resolutions to the 

conflict.      
 develop either written, oral, or artistic responses to the following: 

o Kindness is something we all should show to one another.  Think about what you 

know about kindness and why it is important to be a kind person.  Suppose a new 

child entered your class from another country.  You could easily see that this person 

was shy about being in a new school, perhaps because he or she spoke a different 

language or wore different clothing.  What are some things you could do to show 

kindness to him or her?  Think about a time when someone was kind to you.  Tell 

about it, explaining why it was important to you.      

Assessments 

 Formative: 

 Teacher Observation (anecdotal notes) 

 Class/group participation 

 Exit Tickets 
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 Writing Journals 

 Quizzes 

 

Summative: 

 Chapter Tests 

 Unit Tests 

 

Alternative: 

 Kindness Response (Oral, written, artistic) 

 Cooperation Collage 

 Christopher Columbus Report 

Career Education 

 CRP1. Students will act as responsible and contributing citizens and employees when 

discussing bullying situations and possible solutions to conflicts. 

 CRP4. Students will communicate clearly and effectively and with reason when designing a 

response to the kindness scenario. 

21
st
 Century Skills  

 9.2.4.A.2-Students identify various life roles and civic and work‐ related activities in the 

school, home, and community when discussing bullying situations and possible solutions to 

conflicts. 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

English Language Arts: 

Writing 

 W.2.7. Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., read a number of books on a 

single topic (Christopher Columbus) to produce a report; record science observations). 

Reading Informational Text 

 RI.2.10. Read and comprehend informational texts, including history/social studies 

(Harcourt People We Know; ReadWorks articles), science, and technical texts, at grade 

level text complexity proficiently with scaffolding as needed. 

 

Technology Integration 
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● 8.1.2.A.1 Students will identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose 

when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 

● 8.1.2.A.2  Students will create a document using Google Docs. 

● 8.1.2.A.4 Students will demonstrate developmentally appropriate navigation skills in virtual 

environments (Connect Ed platform) 

● 8.1.2.B.1 Students will llustrate and communicate original ideas and stories using multiple 

digital tools and resources (Google Slides and Flip Grid) 

● 8.1.2.C.1 Engage in a variety of developmentally appropriate learning activities with 

students in other classes, schools, or countries using various media formats such as online 

collaborative tools, and social media. 

● 8.1.2.D.1 Students will develop an understanding of ownership of print and nonprint 

information when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 
 

Time Frame 4 weeks 

Topics 

 

● COMMUNITY AND GOVERNMENT   
● NATIONAL HOLIDAYS AND HISTORICAL AMERICAN FIGURES    
● MAP AND GLOBE SKILLS  
 

Essential Questions 

  

● What are the jobs of our community and state government officials?  
● How have historical figures contributed to our American identity?   
● How do geographic tools, such as maps, pose and answer questions about spatial distributions 

and patterns on Earth?  
● How does human migration affect a region? 
● What are effective strategies for accessing various sources of information and historical 

evidence, determining their validity, and using them to solve a problem or find a solution to a 

public policy question? 
 

Enduring Understandings 

 

● The United States Constitution and Bill of Rights guarantee certain fundamental rights for 

citizens.   
● In a representative democracy, individuals elect representatives to act on the behalf of the 

people.   
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● The United States democratic system requires active participation of its citizens.  
● Key historical events, documents, and individuals led to the development of our nation.   
● Historical symbols and the ideas and events they represent play a role in understanding and 

evaluating our history.  
● Spatial thinking and geographic tools can be used to describe and analyze the spatial patterns 

and organization of people, places, and environments.   
● Technological tools, such as GIS, GPS, and the Internet assist with solving problems related to 

understanding location, distance, and direction.    
● Active citizens in the 21

st
 century  

o recognize that people have different perspectives based on their beliefs, values, 

traditions, culture, and experiences. 
o identify stereotyping, bias, prejudice, and discrimination in their lives and communities.  
o are aware of their relationships to people, places, and resources in the local community 

and beyond. 
o make informed and reasoned decisions by seeking and assessing information, asking 

questions, and evaluating alternate solutions.   
o develop strategies to reach consensus and resolve conflict. 
o demonstrate understanding of the need for fairness and take appropriate action against 

unfairness.  
● There are credible and questionable sources of information about historical and contemporary 

events.  
 

Alignment to Standards 

● 6.1.4.A.2  Explain how fundamental rights guaranteed by the United States Constitution and the 

Bill of Rights (i.e., freedom of expression, freedom of religion, the right to vote, and the right to 

due process) contribute to the continuation and improvement of American democracy. 
● 6.1.4.A.7  Explain how the United States functions as a representative democracy, and describe 

the roles of elected representatives and how they interact with citizens at local, state, and 

national levels.  
● 6.1.4.A.12  Explain the process of creating change at the local, state, or national level.   
● 6.1.4.B.1  Compare and contrast information that can be found on different types of maps and 

determine how the information may be useful. 
● 6.1.4.B.2 Use physical and political maps to explain how the location and spatial relationship of 

places in New Jersey, the United States, and other areas, worldwide, have contributed to 

cultural diffusion and economic interdependence. 
● 6.1.4.B.3  Explain how and when it is important to use digital geographical tools, political 

maps, and globes to measure distances and to determine time zones and locations using latitude 

and longitude.   
● 6.1.4.D.4  Explain how key events led to the creation of the United States and the state of New 

Jersey. 
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● 6.1.4.D.17  Explain the role of historical symbols, monuments, and holidays and how they 

affect the American identity. 
● 6.3.4.A.3  Select a local issue and develop a group action plan to inform school and/or 

community members about the issue.  
● 6.3.4.D.1  Identify actions that are unfair or discriminatory, such as bullying, and propose 

solutions to address such actions.    

Key Concepts and Skills 

 

Students will be able to 

● identify the similarities in structure of local, state, and national governments. 
● compare and contrast the functions of local and state governments. 
● understand the importance of the elective process. 
● discuss the right to vote and why it is important in electing officials at the local, state, and 

national levels.   
● discuss the way our government responds to our concerns today and contrast with how 

England responded to the concerns of the colonies. 
● discuss the benefits of choosing our leaders as opposed to having an imposed leader. 
● identify landforms and bodies of water in North America using a map key and symbols. 
● locate children’s school, community, state, and country on a map or globe or using Google 

Earth. 
● use a map grid to locate places on a map. 
● use an atlas. 
● know the difference in uses between a political map and a physical map. 
● use a population map to understand the amount of people living in different regions and, in 

particular, New Jersey as compared to other areas.  
● describe the differences between cities, towns, suburbs, and rural areas.  
● give reasons why bullying, harassment, and intimidation are inappropriate behaviors that 

should not be tolerated.  
● respond correctly, using the RACE elements, to open-ended questions dealing with the topics 
      under study. 

● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 
      research (done in Computer Lab as well as during Library periods).     

● explain why it is important to cite both print and non-print sources when conducting research.   
● continue to increase their understanding of bullying, intimidation, and harassment as  

inappropriate and unacceptable behaviors.   

● gain knowledge of the appropriate use of operations and related applications of technology and 
      digital tools. 

● use digital tools to enhance creativity and construct knowledge.  
● use digital tools and environments to support the learning process and foster collaboration in 
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      solving local and global problems.  

● use technological advancements to create societal concerns regarding the practice of safe,  
      legal, and ethical behaviors.   

● understand how the use of digital tools can help gather and manage information. 
● understand how the use of digital tools can help generate solutions and make decisions.   
● effectively design technology systems using information literacy skills, research, data  
      analysis, and prediction. 

● understand that the creation of technology is derived from the application and appropriate  
      use of technological resources.   

● gain knowledge of the designed world and that it is a product of a design process that provides 
            the means to convert resources into products and systems.   

 

Learning Activities  

 

Students will work independently and collaboratively to 

● hold a classroom Mock Election.  
● use the November issues of weekly periodicals, such as Weekly Reader and Time for Kids 

to learn about elections. 

● discuss election news with students from another country through skyping or blogging; find 
      out their opinions about who they would like to see win the election and why.  Post the 

      results and predict the outcomes based upon the claims and reasons given by the students in  

      the other country.   

● create a Venn diagram comparing and contrasting the different rights held by people today 
      and by the colonists. 

● use Internet programs to participate in activities pertaining to the understanding and 

knowledge of historical figures and community life. 
● use Internet programs to participate in activities pertaining to the understanding and 

knowledge of government functions and responsibilities. 
● write a letter to your principal, mayor, or governor about a problem in your community and 

include your proposal for how to solve it. 
● use Internet programs to learn how to solve problems regarding location, distance, and 

direction. 
● participate in Smart Board activities that focus upon using a map grid.    
● make a map of the  neighborhood or local community, complete with a map key. 
● find locations on a road map using the map grid.   
● using a map of North American, label the countries, landforms, and bodies of water.   
● develop map skills critical to using an atlas.   
● move directionally on a map according to directions given, such as “What town is directly 
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northwest of Ocean Township?”  
● color population maps according to population amounts ranging from smallest to largest.   
● compare and contrast the differences in size and population density of various population 

areas.  
● determine why more people live in one area than another; use evidence to support your 

conclusions.           
● name some national holidays and explain their significance in helping Americans develop a 

sense of a national identity.   
● listen to and discuss The Story of the First Thanksgiving.  
● make a model of a Pilgrim village through information gained by visiting web sites about  

Plymouth Plantation.   
● research the Wampanoag Indians and contribution Squanto made to the First Thanksgiving 

using Internet sources.  Prepare a report to share orally with the class.   
● research the Mayflower and the voyage it made across the Atlantic Ocean and using 

keyboarding skills, prepare a report to share orally with the class.   
● write a script about the First Thanksgiving and present a play for another class.   
● compose a timeline of important historical events since Columbus’ voyage to North 

America.        
● write about and illustrate a picture depicting the First Thanksgiving, research the topic, and 

prepare a report to share orally with the class. 
● create and/or participate in a class play about Thanksgiving.  
● examine a Works Cited form to discover what it includes.   
● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 

research  
● continue discussions about bullying situations and discussing possible resolutions to the 

conflict.      
 

Assessments 

Formative: 

 Teacher Observation (anecdotal notes) 

 Class/group participation 

 Exit Tickets 

 Writing Journals 

 Quizzes 

 

Summative: 

 Chapter Tests 

 Unit Tests 
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Alternative: 

 Mock Election 

 Timeline 

Career Education 

 CRP1. Students will act as responsible and contributing citizens and employees when 

participating in a mock election. 

21
st
 Century Skills 

 9.2.4.A.2-Students identify various life roles and civic and work‐ related activities in the 

school, home, and community when participating in a mock election. 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

English Language Arts: 

Reading Informational Text 

 RI.2.10. Read and comprehend informational texts, including history/social studies 

(Harcourt People We Know; ReadWorks articles), science, and technical texts, at grade 

level text complexity proficiently with scaffolding as needed. 

Technology Integration 

● 8.1.2.A.1 Students will identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose 

when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 

● 8.1.2.A.2  Students will create a document using Google Docs. 

● 8.1.2.A.4 Students will demonstrate developmentally appropriate navigation skills in virtual 

environments (Connect Ed platform) 

● 8.1.2.B.1 Students will illustrate and communicate original ideas and stories using multiple 

digital tools and resources (Google Slides and Flip Grid) 

● 8.1.2.C.1 Engage in a variety of developmentally appropriate learning activities with 

students in other classes, schools, or countries using various media formats such as online 

collaborative tools, and social media. 

● 8.1.2.D.1 Students will develop an understanding of ownership of print and nonprint 

information when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 

● 8.1.2.C.1 Students will engage in a variety of developmentally appropriate learning 

activities with students in other classes, schools, or countries using various media formats 

such as online collaborative tools, and social media (Mystery Hangout) 
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Time Frame 5 weeks 

Topics 

 

● MAP AND GLOBE SKILLS  
 

Essential Questions 

 

● How do maps help people find locations? 
● What countries and landforms make up North America? 
● Why are seasons and climate different in different regions?  
● What influences people in their choices of where to live? 
● What are effective strategies for accessing various sources of information and historical 

evidence, determining their validity, and using them to solve a problem or find a solution to a 

public policy question? 
 

Enduring Understandings 

 

● Where we live influences how we live.   
● Spatial thinking and geographic tools can be used to describe and analyze the spatial patterns 

and organization of people, places, and environments on Earth.  
● Places are jointly characterized by their physical and human properties.  
● Patterns of settlement across Earth’s surface differ markedly from region to region, place to 

place, and time to time.   
● Regions form and change as a result of unique physical/ecological conditions, economies, and 

cultures.   
● Advancements in science and technology can have unintended consequences that impact 

individuals and/or societies.   
● Technological tools, such as GIS, GPS, and the Internet assist with solving problems related to 

understanding location, distance, and direction.  
● Active citizens in the 21

st
 century  

o recognize that people have different perspectives based on their beliefs, values, 

traditions, culture, and experiences. 
o identify stereotyping, bias, prejudice, and discrimination in their lives and communities.  
o are aware of their relationships to people, places, and resources in the local community 

and beyond. 
o make informed and reasoned decisions by seeking and assessing information, asking 

questions, and evaluating alternate solutions.   
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o develop strategies to reach consensus and resolve conflict. 
o demonstrate understanding of the need for fairness and take appropriate action against 

unfairness.  
● There are credible and questionable sources of information about historical and contemporary 

events.  

 

Alignment to Standards 

● 6.1.4.B.1  Compare and contrast information that can be found on different types of maps and 

determine how the information may be useful. 
● 6.1.4.B.3  Explain how and when it is important to use digital geographical tools, political 

maps, and globes to measure distances and to determine time zones and locations using latitude 

and longitude.   
● 6.1.4.B.4  Describe how landforms, climate and weather, and availability of resources have 

impacted where and how people live and work in different regions of New Jersey and the 

United States.   
● 6.1.4.B.7  Explain why some locations in New Jersey and the United States are more suited for 

settlement than others.  
● 6.1.4.B.9  Relate advances in science and technology to environmental concerns, and to actions 

taken to address them. 
● 6.3.4.A.2  Examine the impact of a local issue by considering the perspectives of different 

groups, including community members and local officials. 
● 6.3.4.D.1  Identify actions that are unfair or discriminatory, such as bullying, and propose 

solutions to address such actions.    

 

Key Concepts and Skills 

 

Students will be able to 

● recognize continents, hemispheres, the equator, and poles on a map or globe. 
● identify and compare the major characteristics of world regions. 
● define compare and contract. 
● understand the following geographic terms:  location, relative location, absolute location, 

landform, region, climate, map grid, continent, peninsula, island, gulf, climate, equator, 

hemisphere, pole, compass rose, and intermediate and cardinal directions.   
● compare and contrast absolute and relative location. 
● use a table. 
● identify the cardinal directions. 
● using a Venn diagram, compare and contrast the weather of two different seasons where you 

live. 
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● recognize that climate and seasons vary depending on location and time of year. 
● describe the climate of a place. 
● how climate and weather influence people in their choices of where they live.   
● understand and interpret information from a table or chart. 
● understand that a landform map shows physical features of the earth. 
● explain the use of latitude and longitude lines.     
● discuss GPS as a specific technology and how it affects the individual, family, community, and 

environment.   
● discuss different habitats and how one would need to adapt to live within them. 
● understand that recycling helps to better the environment.  
● compare/contrast where we live in New Jersey to other parts of the state as well as other  
      parts of the United States.  

● respond correctly, using the RACE elements, to open-ended questions dealing with the topics 
      under study. 

● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 
      research (done in Computer Lab as well as during Library periods).    

● continue to increase their understanding of a Works Cited form. 
● continue to increase their understanding of bullying, intimidation, and harassment as  

inappropriate and unacceptable behaviors.   

● gain knowledge of the appropriate use of operations and related applications of technology and 
      digital tools. 

● use digital tools to enhance creativity and construct knowledge.  
● use digital tools and environments to support the learning process and foster collaboration in 
      solving local and global problems.  

● use technological advancements to create societal concerns regarding the practice of safe,  
      legal, and ethical behaviors.   

● understand how the use of digital tools can help generate solutions and make decisions.   
● understand that the design process is a systematic approach to solving problems.   
● use digital tools and environments to support the learning process and foster collaboration in 
      solving local and global problems.   

● gain knowledge of the designed world and that it is a product of a design process that provides 
            the means to convert resources into products and systems.   

 

Learning Activities  

 

Students will work independently and collaboratively to 

● write sentences using a Venn diagram comparing and contrasting the  climates of two 

different seasons and illustrate.  
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● color, cut, and paste the seven continents into their correct locations on a large piece of 

paper to compose a world map; label the continents, five oceans, and include the equator 

and cardinal directions.   
● using maps, participate in a lesson about cardinal directions.   
● using drawing tools on the computer, draw a simple map of your home.  
● make a flour-and-water, clay, or Play-doh relief map of the world labeling the seven 

continents, five oceans, and equator; include a compass rose with cardinal directions labeled 

on it.   
● construct a compass rose from card stock. 
● use Google Earth as well as other Google map applications to locate the oceans and 

continents. 
● make a globe using balloons and paper mache.  Label the continents and oceans. 
● learn and sing The Continent and Ocean Song. 
● contact a local official who works with recycling and invite him/her to the classroom to 

discuss the issue of recycling; discuss how recycling affects the local community and its 

environment.     
● use the Smart Board to participate in activities that focus on locating the continents and 

oceans of the world on a world map. 
● compare/contrast where we live as opposed to other regions in the state and/or US in a 

writing assignment; give reasons for why we would choose to live here or move somewhere 

else; orally present to the class.    
● examine a Works Cited form and analyze why it includes certain elements.      
● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 

research   
● continue discussions about bullying situations and discussing possible resolutions to the 

conflict.      
 

Assessments 

Formative: 

 Teacher Observation (anecdotal notes) 

 Class/group participation 

 Exit Tickets 

 Writing Journals 

 Quizzes 

 

Summative: 

 Chapter Tests 

 Unit Tests 
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Alternative: 

 World Map Construction 

Career Education 

 CRP6. Students will demonstrate creativity and innovation when designing their own world 

maps. 

 21
st
 Century Skills  

 9.2.4.A.3-Students will investigate both traditional and nontraditional careers and relate 

information to personal likes and dislikes. 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

English Language Arts: 

Reading Informational Text 

 RI.2.10. Read and comprehend informational texts, including history/social studies 

(Harcourt People We Know; ReadWorks articles), science, and technical texts, at grade 

level text complexity proficiently with scaffolding as needed. 

 

 

Technology Integration 

● 8.1.2.A.1 Students will identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose 

when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 

● 8.1.2.A.2  Students will create a document using Google Docs. 

● 8.1.2.A.4 Students will demonstrate developmentally appropriate navigation skills in virtual 

environments (Connect Ed platform) 

● 8.1.2.B.1 Students will llustrate and communicate original ideas and stories using multiple 

digital tools and resources (Google Slides and Flip Grid) 

● 8.1.2.C.1 Engage in a variety of developmentally appropriate learning activities with 

students in other classes, schools, or countries using various media formats such as online 

collaborative tools, and social media. 

● 8.1.2.D.1 Students will develop an understanding of ownership of print and nonprint 

information when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 

Time Frame 3 weeks 

Topics 

 

● NATURAL RESOURCES, USES, AND PRESERVATION  
● HISTORICAL AMERICAN FIGURES  
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Essential Questions 

 

● What relationship do people have with natural resources?  
● What are some of the reasons people choose to live in a place?  
● How have transportation and communication changed over time? 
● How has technology affected the environment and our society?  
● How do people change their environment? 
● How have historical figures contributed to our present American life?  
● What are effective strategies for accessing various sources of information and historical 

evidence, determining their validity, and using them to solve a problem or find a solution to a 

public policy question? 
 

Enduring Understandings 

 

● Where we live influences how we live.  Resource availability is one reason people settle where 

they do.  
● Availability of resources affects economic outcomes.     
● Patterns of settlement across Earth’s surface differ markedly from region to region, place to 

place, and time to time.   
● Technological changes impact the environment which can both accommodate and be 

endangered by human activities.     
● The examination of individual experiences, historical narratives, and events promotes an 

understanding of individual and community response to the violation of fundamental rights. 
● Many cultural traditions and heritages contribute to our state’s and nation’s diversity.  
● In an interconnected world, it is important to consider different cultural perspectives before 

proposing solutions to local, state, national, and global challenges.  
● Places are jointly characterized by their physical and human properties.   
● The physical environment can both accommodate and be endangered by human activities.   
● Advancements in science and technology can have unintended consequences that impact 

individuals and/or societies.   
● Economic opportunities in New Jersey and other states are related to the availability of 

resources and technology. 
● Active citizens in the 21

st
 century  

o recognize that people have different perspectives based on their beliefs, values, 

traditions, culture, and experiences. 
o identify stereotyping, bias, prejudice, and discrimination in their lives and communities.  
o are aware of their relationships to people, places, and resources in the local community 

and beyond. 
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o make informed and reasoned decisions by seeking and assessing information, asking 

questions, and evaluating alternate solutions.   
o develop strategies to reach consensus and resolve conflict. 
o demonstrate understanding of the need for fairness and take appropriate action against 

unfairness.  
● There are credible and questionable sources of information about historical and contemporary 

events.  

 

Alignment to Standards 

● 6.1.4.A.9  Compare and contrast responses of individuals and groups, past and present, to 

violations of fundamental rights (e.g., fairness, civil rights, human rights). 
● 6.1.4.A.10  Describe how the actions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and other civil rights 

leaders served as catalysts for social change and inspired social activism in subsequent 

generations.   
● 6.1.4.A.15  Explain how and why it is important that people from diverse cultures collaborate to 

find solutions to community, state, national, and global challenges. 
● 6.1.4.B.4  Describe how landforms, climate and weather, and availability of resources have 

impacted where and how people live and work in different regions of New Jersey and the 

United States.   
● 6.1.4.B.5  Describe how human interaction impacts the environment in New Jersey and the 

United States.   
● 6.1.4.B.8  Compare ways people choose to use and distribute natural resources. 
● 6.1.4.B.9 Relate advances in science and technology to environmental concerns, and to actions 

taken to address them. 
● 6.1.4.C.9  Compare and contrast how the availability of resources affects people across the 

world differently. 
● 6.1.4.C.15  Describe how the development of different transportation systems impacted the 

economies of New Jersey and the United States.   
● 6.3.4.B.1  Plan and participate in an advocacy project to inform others about environmental 

issues at the local or state level and propose possible solutions.  
● 6.3.4.D.1  Identify actions that are unfair or discriminatory, such as bullying, and propose 

solutions to address such actions.     

Key Concepts and Skills 

 

Students will be able to 

● describe the factors that influence where people live. 
● identify how the geography of a place affects the way people live. 
● define the following terms:  rural, urban, suburb, environment, technology, product, natural 
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resource, and conservation.    
● understand that changes in technology help to improve people’s lives, such as with  

improvements in transportation systems and communications.     

● identify and compare urban, suburban, and rural areas. 
● using a Venn diagram, compare and contrast urban and suburban areas. 
● make a poster that shows how people have changed the environment in your community.    
● compare and contrast farming today with farming long ago. 
● describe how people use technology to change their environment. 
● identify, read, and interpret the features of a product map. 
● identify ways tolerance and fairness help create a peaceful environment. 
● identify Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. as a famous American historical figure and describe his 

contribution to American civil rights.  
● understand the roles and rules a community must obey in order to function effectively.    
● understand that collaboration is required to find solutions to challenges and that this is what  
      Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. proposed in his leadership for civil rights.  

● understand the concept of recycling. 
● discuss ways to recycle, prevent pollution, and keep the Earth green. 
● explain how natural disasters affect a country’s ability to obtain the resources it needs. 
● respond correctly, using the RACE elements, to open-ended questions dealing with the topics 
      under study. 

● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 

research (done in Computer Lab as well as during Library periods).     
● begin to use a modified Works Cited form and be able to give reasons for why adherence to 

such citations is important.    
● continue to increase their understanding of bullying, intimidation, and harassment as  

inappropriate and unacceptable behaviors.    

● gain knowledge of the appropriate use of operations and related applications of technology and 
      digital tools. 

● use digital tools to enhance creativity and construct knowledge.  
● use digital tools and environments to support the learning process and foster collaboration in 
      solving local and global problems.  

● use technological advancements to create societal concerns regarding the practice of safe,  
      legal, and ethical behaviors.   

● understand how the use of digital tools can help gather and manage information. 
● use digital tools and environments to support the learning process and foster collaboration in 
      solving local and global problems.   

● gain knowledge of the designed world and that it is a product of a design process that provides 
            the means to convert resources into products and systems.    
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Learning Activities  

 

Students will work independently and collaboratively to 

● create a poster about the local community showing things that are natural and things that are 

man-made. 
● create a product map of a fictional state and include a map key.    
● list examples of three natural resources and explain why they are valuable as resources.  
● create a list of natural resources, such as food, water, air, etc.   Explain the value and uses of 

each to the class in an oral presentation.   
● design a sign urging people to conserve a natural resource. 
● choose a natural resource, such as gold, silver, or oil to research; and using keyboarding 

skills, prepare a report that tells where it is found, how it is obtained, what its uses are, and 

any conflicts that are existent due to its use.   
● choose a favorite farm product and write a descriptive paragraph about it to share with 

peers. 
● construct a flow chart showing how a product reaches the American consumer. 
● use a picture graph to show numbers of things. 
● use a Venn diagram to compare and contrast an urban and rural area. 
● create models of a rural, suburban, and urban area and present them in a talk that clarifies 

the similarities and differences in each type of environment.      
● plan a class project to inform others about environmental issues at the local or state level 

and propose possible solutions.   
● participate in outdoor activities that will help keep the Earth green. 
● compare and contrast rural, suburban, and urban areas and list the advantages and 

disadvantages of living in each environment.   
● explain how New Jersey’s economy would be negatively affected if the beaches were to be 

closed.  Discuss the local environment with others in a blog.   
● research farming as a primary industry in the United States through use of Internet sources.  

Compare/contrast present-day farming with farming as it was in the past by writing a report 

and sharing it orally with the class.  Include a modified Works Cited form. 
● research Rachel Carson on the Internet and using keyboarding skills, design a report that 

describes her contribution to society.  Include a modified Works Cited form. 
● draw a picture that shows how people have changed the environment in your area. 
● listen to the biographies of Ruby Bridges and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and participate in 

oral discussions about what each contributed to American society.  
● use keyboarding skills to write a report or design a presentation on Dr. Martin Luther King, 

Jr. and what he did as a leader of civil rights.  Include a modified Works Cited form. 
● complete activities that focus on Martin Luther King, Jr. and his contributions to the 

political growth of America. 
● listen to The Sneetches and discuss tolerance toward the differences in people. 
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● role play scenarios that involve intolerance vs. tolerance.  
● continue discussions about bullying situations and discussing possible resolutions to the 

conflict.      

Assessments 

Formative: 

 Teacher Observation (anecdotal notes) 

 Class/group participation 

 Exit Tickets 

 Writing Journals 

 Quizzes 

 

Summative: 

 Chapter Tests 

 Unit Tests 

 

Alternative: 

 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Report or Presentation 

 Written Response to Sneetches 

Career Education 

 CRP4. Students will communicate clearly and effectively and with reason when presenting 

about the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 CRP7. Students will employ valid and reliable research strategies when conducting a short 

research project on the life and contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

21
st
 Century Skills  

 9.2.4.A.2-Students identify various life roles and civic and work‐ related activities in the 

school, home, and community when learning about Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and his 

contributions to society. 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

English Language Arts: 

Writing 

 W.2.7. Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., read a number of books on a 

single topic (Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.) to produce a report; record science observations). 

Reading Informational Text 

 RI.2.10. Read and comprehend informational texts, including history/social studies 
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(Harcourt People We Know; ReadWorks articles), science, and technical texts, at grade 

level text complexity proficiently with scaffolding as needed. 

Speaking and Listening 

 SL.2.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about Sneetches and 

tolerance with peers and adults in small and larger groups.  

o A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful 

ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts 

under discussion).  

o B. Build on others' talk in conversations by linking their explicit comments to the 

remarks of others.  

o C. Ask for clarification and further explanation as needed about the topics and texts 

under discussion. 

 

 

Technology Integration 

● 8.1.2.A.1 Students will identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose 

when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 

● 8.1.2.A.2  Students will create a document using Google Docs. 

● 8.1.2.A.4 Students will demonstrate developmentally appropriate navigation skills in virtual 

environments (Connect Ed platform) 

● 8.1.2.B.1 Students will llustrate and communicate original ideas and stories using multiple 

digital tools and resources (Google Slides and Flip Grid) 

● 8.1.2.C.1 Engage in a variety of developmentally appropriate learning activities with 

students in other classes, schools, or countries using various media formats such as online 

collaborative tools, and social media. 

● 8.1.2.D.1 Students will develop an understanding of ownership of print and nonprint 

information when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 
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Time Frame 5 weeks 

Topics 

 

● EARLY AMERICANS  
● TECHNOLOGY AND HOW IT CHANGES OUR SOCIETY  
 

Essential Questions 

 

● How have historical figures contributed to American life?  
● How are we connected to the past?   
● How did our country gain its independence?  
● How do we honor our American heritage and the people and events in our country’s history?  
● How do geographic tools pose and answer questions about spatial distributions and patterns on 

Earth? 
● What are effective strategies for accessing various sources of information and historical evidence, 

determining their validity, and using them to solve a problem or find a solution to a public policy 

question? 
 

Enduring Understandings 

 

● Many cultural traditions and heritages contribute to our state’s and nation’s diversity.  
● The past influences the present and the future.  
● Key historical events, documents, and individuals led to the development of our nation. 
● Economic opportunities in New Jersey and other states are related to the availability of resources 

and technology.   
● Creativity and innovation have resulted in improvements in lifestyle, access to information, and 

the creation of new products, changing and impacting the environment.  
● Advancements in science and technology can have unintended consequences that impact 

individuals and/or societies.   
● Active citizens in the 21

st
 century  

o recognize that people have different perspectives based on their beliefs, values, traditions, 

culture, and experiences. 
o identify stereotyping, bias, prejudice, and discrimination in their lives and communities.  
o are aware of their relationships to people, places, and resources in the local community and 

beyond. 
o make informed and reasoned decisions by seeking and assessing information, asking 
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questions, and evaluating alternate solutions.   
o develop strategies to reach consensus and resolve conflict. 
o demonstrate understanding of the need for fairness and take appropriate action against 

unfairness.  
● There are credible and questionable sources of information about historical and contemporary 

events.  

 

Alignment to Standards 

● 6.1.4.B.9  Relate advances in science and technology to environmental concerns, and to actions 

taken to address them. 
● 6.1.4.C.15  Describe how the development of different transportation systems impacted the 

economies of New Jersey and the United States.    
● 6.1.4.C.16  Explain how creativity and innovation resulted in scientific achievement and 

inventions in many cultures during different historical periods.  
● 6.1.4.C.18  Explain how the development of communications systems has led to increased 

collaboration and the spread of ideas throughout the United States and the world. 
● 6.1.4.D.1  Determine the impact of European colonization on Native American populations, 

including the Lenni Lenape of New Jersey. 
● 6.1.4.D.6  Describe the civic leadership qualities and historical contributions of George 

Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Benjamin Franklin toward the development of the United 

States government. 
● 6.1.4.D.7  Explain the role Governor William Livingston played in the development of New Jersey 

government. 
● 6.3.4.D.1  Identify actions that are unfair or discriminatory, such as bullying, and propose 

solutions to address such actions.     

Key Concepts and Skills 

 

Students will be able to 

● understand the concept of time in terms of past, present, and future. 
● recognize that some things change over time and other things stay the same. 
● recognize Native Americans as the first group of people to live in North America and describe  
      their lifestyle. 

● understand that symbols, landmarks, memorials, and monuments remind us of our American 

heritage.  
● recognize February as Presidents’ Month in which we celebrate the birthdays of Washington  
      and Lincoln.  

● define colonies and settlers, especially Jamestown and the early European settlers. 
● explain the impact the European settlers had on the Early American Natives and their lifestyle.   
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● discuss how improvements in communication have contributed to a shrinking world. 
● identify changes in communication and transportation over the last two centuries.    
● describe how new methods of communication and transportation link people, places, and ideas. 
● using keyboarding skills, compose a list of all of the different types of transportation that you  

have used in your life.  Tell which was the fastest, slowest, most efficient, and most convenient.   

● interpret the features and follow a route from one location to another on a route map. 
● name some resources New Jersey has that may have been used to trade with people from  
      other areas in the past. 

● compare your life to that of a colonial child. 
● explain how technological advancements can lead to environmental changes. 
● understand how technology changes the environment.   
● define the following terms:  change, history, colony, independence, landmark, sequence, settler, 

past-present-future, source, Native American, timeline, heritage, fiction, nonfiction, and fact. 

● name some important Black American inventors and understand that their contributions helped  
       to change the way we live in our society.   

● respond correctly, using the RACE elements, to open-ended questions dealing with the topics 
      under study. 

● use a modified Works Cited form when conducting research.  
● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 

research (done in Computer Lab as well as during Library periods).     
● continue to increase their understanding of bullying, intimidation, and harassment as  

inappropriate and unacceptable behaviors.     

● gain knowledge of the appropriate use of operations and related applications of technology and 
      digital tools. 

● use digital tools to enhance creativity and construct knowledge.  
● use digital tools and environments to support the learning process and foster collaboration in 
      solving local and global problems.  

● use technological advancements to create societal concerns regarding the practice of safe,  
      legal, and ethical behaviors.   

● understand how the use of digital tools can help gather and manage information. 
● understand how the use of digital tools can help generate solutions and make decisions.   
● understand that the design process is a systematic approach to solving problems. 
● understand that the creation of technology is derived from the application and appropriate use 
      of technological resources.   

● gain knowledge of the designed world and that it is a product of a design process that provides 
            the means to convert resources into products and systems.   
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Learning Activities  

 

Students will work independently and collaboratively to 

● create a family tree showing their family’s generations. 
● complete a writing activity contrast your life to the life of a colonial child 
● list all methods of communication and transportation that you have used in your life.  Tell how  
      they have affected your life for the better or worse and why you feel that way.   

● investigate how transportation systems have changed in the last few centuries and how its 
      evolution has impacted  individuals, families, and communities in New Jersey.   

● describe the lifestyle of the Native Americans as the first group of people to inhabit North  
      America.   

● create a model of Jamestown based upon knowledge and information gained through using the 

Internet sites about Jamestown.   
● research early colonial settlements, such as Plymouth or Jamestown, and using keyboarding 

skills, type a report to share with the class.   
● listen to music of the colonial period and develop a report, using keyboarding skills, on what the 

music was like to present to the class.  
● write a narrative essay, using keyboarding skills, about a major event in one’s life.       
● research a famous early American, such as Washington, Jefferson, or Franklin, and using 
      keyboarding skills, write a report or design a presentation to share with the class.   

● use a route map to locate the routes taken to arrive at predetermined locations.   
● research a famous Black American and using keyboarding skills, develop a report about what  
      that person did to make our lives different.  Present the report orally to the class. 

● develop a timeline that shows major events that occurred in your life from birth to present. 
● choose an invention to research and trace to see how this invention was begun and is used 

today. 
● choose a common toy or tool to examine and describe how its parts work as part of a system.  
● brainstorm and devise a plan to repair a broken toy/tool using the design process.   
● celebrate Black History Month through a variety of research-related projects, such as focusing 

upon Peter Salem, an African American who had been a slave.   
● use a modified Works Cited form as part of a research paper.   
● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 

research (done in Computer Lab as well as during Library periods).     
● continue discussions about bullying situations and discussing possible resolutions to the 

conflict.      
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Assessments 

Formative: 

 Teacher Observation (anecdotal notes) 

 Class/group participation 

 Exit Tickets 

 Writing Journals 

 Quizzes 

 

Summative: 

 Chapter Tests 

 Unit Tests 

 

Alternative: 

 Jamestown Model 

 Family Tree  

 Washington, Jefferson, Franklin Presentations 

Career Education 

 CRP4. Students will communicate clearly and effectively and with reason when presenting 

their family tree. 

 CRP7. Students will employ valid and reliable research strategies when conducting a short 

research project on the life and contributions of Washington, Jefferson, and Franklin. 

 

21
st
 Century Skills  

        

      

      

      

Interdisciplinary Connections 

English Language Arts: 

Writing 

 W.2.7. Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., read a number of books on a 

single topic (Washington, Jefferson, Franklin) to produce a report; record science 

observations). 

Reading Informational Text 
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 RI.2.10. Read and comprehend informational texts, including history/social studies (Harcourt 

People We Know; ReadWorks articles), science, and technical texts, at grade level text 

complexity proficiently with scaffolding as needed. 
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Technology Integration 

● 8.1.2.A.1 Identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose. 

● 8.1.2.A.2  Create a document using a word processing application. 

● 8.1.2.A.3 Compare the common uses of at least two different digital applications and identify 

the advantages and disadvantages of using each. 

● 8.1.2.A.4 Demonstrate developmentally appropriate navigation skills in virtual environments 

(i.e. games, museums). 

● 8.1.2.B.1 Illustrate and communicate original ideas and stories using multiple digital tools and 

resources. 

● 8.1.2.C.1 Engage in a variety of developmentally appropriate learning activities with students 

in other classes, schools, or countries using various media formats such as online collaborative 

tools, and social media. 

● 8.1.2.D.1 Develop an understanding of ownership of print and nonprint information. 

● 8.1.2.F.1 Use geographic mapping tools to plan and solve problems. 

● 8.2.2.B.2 Demonstrate how reusing a product affects the local and global environment. 

● 8.1.2.E.1 Use digital tools and online resources to explore a problem or issue. 

● 8.2.2.C.5 Describe how the parts of a common toy or tool interact and work as part of a 

system. 

● 8.2.2.D.4 Identify the resources needed to create technological products or systems. 
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Time Frame 7 weeks 

Topics 

 

● OUR COUNTRY’S INDEPENDENCE  
● PATRIOTISM  
● HEROES AND NATIONAL HOLIDAYS  
 

Essential Questions 

 

● How does my heritage influence my current life?  
● How have historical figures contributed to American life? 
● How am I connected to the past?  
● What are effective strategies for accessing various sources of information and historical 

evidence, determining their validity, and using them to solve a problem or find a solution to a 

public policy question? 
 

Enduring Understandings 

 

● There are many different cultures within the classroom and community. 
● Many cultural traditions and heritages contribute to our state’s and nation’s diversity.   
● Historians establish justifiable timelines to connect significant events.  
● Our country’s symbols, monuments, memorials, landmarks, and national holidays help to 

remind us of our American heritage.   
● The past influences the present and the future. 
● Key historical events, documents, and individuals, led to the development of our nation.  
● Active citizens in the 21

st
 century  

o recognize that people have different perspectives based on their beliefs, values, 

traditions, culture, and experiences. 
o identify stereotyping, bias, prejudice, and discrimination in their lives and communities.  
o are aware of their relationships to people, places, and resources in the local community 

and beyond. 
o make informed and reasoned decisions by seeking and assessing information, asking 

questions, and evaluating alternate solutions.   
o develop strategies to reach consensus and resolve conflict. 
o demonstrate understanding of the need for fairness and take appropriate action against 

unfairness.  
● There are credible and questionable sources of information about historical and contemporary 
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events.  
 

Alignment to Standards 

● 6.1.4.D.6  Describe the civic leadership qualities and historical contributions of George 

Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Benjamin Franklin toward the development of the United 

States government. 
● 6.3.4.D.1  Identify actions that are unfair or discriminatory, such as bullying, and propose 

solutions to address such actions.     

Key Concepts and Skills 

 

Students will be able to 

● identify George Washington as the first President and discuss how he led the first American 

army against the British. 
● identify Thomas Jefferson as the third President and chief designer of the Declaration of 

Independence.   
● identify Benjamin Franklin as a chief contributor to the design of our government.      
● understand events in early American history that led to colonization.   
● identify important people related to our country’s independence. 
● identify symbols and landmarks of our country’s heritage. 
● describe how symbols and landmarks honor our country’s history and ideals. 
● place important events on a timeline and describe their order. 
● understand the concept of patriotism and give examples thereof. 
● understand that the world is made up of numerous cultures, each having their own  
      traditions, customs, foods, clothing, etc. 

● gain knowledge of the appropriate use of operations and related applications of technology and 
      digital tools. 

● use digital tools to enhance creativity and construct knowledge.  
● use digital tools and environments to support the learning process and foster collaboration in 
      solving local and global problems.  

● use technological advancements to create societal concerns regarding the practice of safe,  
      legal, and ethical behaviors.   

● understand how the use of digital tools can help gather and manage information. 
● understand how the use of digital tools can help generate solutions and make decisions.   
● understand that the design process is a systematic approach to solving problems.   
● respond correctly, using the RACE elements, to open-ended questions dealing with the topics 
      under study. 

● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 

research (done in Computer Lab as well as during Library periods).     
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● continue to increase their understanding of harassment, bullying, and intimidation as 
      inappropriate and unacceptable behaviors.     

 

Learning Activities  

 

Students will work independently and collaboratively to 

● recognize Washington, Jefferson, and Franklin as early American heroes (Jefferson for 

writing the Declaration of Independence and being the third president; Washington for 

being a General in the Revolutionary War and becoming our country’s first President; and 

Franklin as one of the framers of our Constitution.) 
● dress up as Washington, Jefferson, and Franklin and speak about their accomplishments. 
● create a conversation Washington, Jefferson, and Franklin might have had about designing 
      the Declaration of Independence as well as the basic ideas involved in the design of our 

      government.    

● create a research project on one of Ben Franklin’s inventions/discoveries, such as his 
      discovery of electricity, and using keyboarding skills, develop a report to present to the 

      class that analyzes the influence of electricity on the individual, families, communities, and  

      the environment in general and evaluates its benefits to the global society.     

● make a model of one of Franklin’s inventions to share with the class.  Tell how it works and 

provide background information on how and why Franklin invented the object.    
● research the development of our American flag or the Statue of Liberty as a symbol of our 
      country. 

● research some national holidays and, using keyboarding skills, develop a report to share  
      with the class. 

● construct a labeled timeline of one’s childhood events with drawings or pictures brought 
      from home.  Share with peers.   

● draw a picture of a landmark or memorial that you know about.  Write about who or what it 
       honors and why and share it orally with the class.   

● learn and sing The Star Spangled Banner and America the Beautiful.  Examine the words 
      and by using keyboarding skills, prepare a report that explains what the words mean and  

      how they connote America. 

● explain why it is important for us to respect our national anthem.   
● write a letter to a famous American we honor thanking him/her for how he/she helped our 
      country. 

●   write a paragraph about “What Patriotism Means to Me” and share with peers.  
●   use Harcourt website for educators and students to complete correlating activities. 
● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 

research  
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● continue discussions about bullying situations and discussing possible resolutions to the 

conflict.      
 

Assessments 

Formative: 

 Teacher Observation (anecdotal notes) 

 Class/group participation 

 Exit Tickets 

 Writing Journals 

 Quizzes 

 

Summative: 

 Chapter Tests 

 Unit Tests 

 

Alternative: 

 Patriotism Paragraph 

 Famous American Letter 

 Franklin presentation 

Career Education 

 CRP4. Students will communicate clearly and effectively and with reason when presenting 

about the contributions of Benjamin Franklin. 

 CRP7. Students will employ valid and reliable research strategies when conducting a short 

research project on the life and contributions of Benjamin Franklin. 

 

21
st
 Century Skills  

 9.2.4.A.4-Students will explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades 

lay the foundation for future academic and career success when learning about the life of 

Benjamin Franklin. 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

English Language Arts: 

Writing 

 W.2.7. Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., read a number of books on a 

single topic (Benjamin Franklin) to produce a report; record science observations). 
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Reading Informational Text 

 RI.2.10. Read and comprehend informational texts, including history/social studies 

(Harcourt People We Know; ReadWorks articles), science, and technical texts, at grade 

level text complexity proficiently with scaffolding as needed. 

 

Technology Integration 

● 8.1.2.A.1 Students will identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose 

when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 

● 8.1.2.A.2  Students will create a document using Google Docs. 

● 8.1.2.A.4 Students will demonstrate developmentally appropriate navigation skills in virtual 

environments (Connect Ed platform) 

● 8.1.2.B.1 Students will llustrate and communicate original ideas and stories using multiple 

digital tools and resources (Google Slides and Flip Grid) 

● 8.1.2.C.1 Engage in a variety of developmentally appropriate learning activities with 

students in other classes, schools, or countries using various media formats such as online 

collaborative tools, and social media. 

● 8.1.2.D.1 Students will develop an understanding of ownership of print and nonprint 

information when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 

 

Time Frame 5 weeks 

Topics 

 

● TRADE AND FREE ENTERPRISE 
 

Big Ideas 

 

● The study of United States and New Jersey history enables learners to see the interrelationship 

between past and present and to view current state and national issues with a historical 

perspective that informs both thinking and action.  
● When conducting research, we must seek information from credible sources and respect the 

laws regarding plagiarism. 
● We must use precaution, cyber safety, and rules of Netiquette when navigating the Internet.    
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Essential Questions 

 

● How is price determined?  
● Why do we make, sell, and buy more of some things than others?  
● How does trade help people meet their needs?  
● How has American heritage and tradition influenced American life?  
● What are effective strategies for accessing various sources of information and historical 

evidence, determining their validity, and using them to solve a problem or find a solution to a 

public policy question? 
 

Enduring Understandings 

 

● Supply and demand is a basic economic principle; people make decisions based on their needs, 

wants, and availability of resources.   
● Tax dollars are used by local, state, and national governments to provide goods and services. 
● People make decisions based on their needs, wants, and the availability of resources.     
● Understanding of financial instruments and outcomes assists citizens in making sound decisions 

about money, savings, spending, and investment.   
● Many cultural traditions and heritages contribute to our state’s and nation’s diversity. 
● Many cultural traditions and heritages contribute to our state’s and nation’s diversity.   
● Active citizens in the 21

st
 century  

o recognize that people have different perspectives based on their beliefs, values, 

traditions, culture, and experiences. 
o identify stereotyping, bias, prejudice, and discrimination in their lives and communities.  
o are aware of their relationships to people, places, and resources in the local community 

and beyond. 
o make informed and reasoned decisions by seeking and assessing information, asking 

questions, and evaluating alternate solutions.   
o develop strategies to reach consensus and resolve conflict. 
o demonstrate understanding of the need for fairness and take appropriate action against 

unfairness.  
● There are credible and questionable sources of information about historical and contemporary 

events.  

 

Alignment to Standards 

 6.1.4.C.1  Apply opportunity cost (i.e., choices and tradeoffs) to evaluate individuals’ 

decisions, including ones made in their communities. 
 6.1.4.C.2  Distinguish between needs and wants and explain how scarcity and choice 
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influence decisions made by individuals, communities, and nations.   
 6.1.4.C.3  Explain why incentives vary between and among producers and consumers.    
 6.1.4.C.4  Describe how supply and demand influence price and output of products. 
 6.1.4.C.10  Explain the role of money, savings, debt, and investment in individuals’ lives.   
 6.1.4.C.11  Recognize the importance of setting long-term goals when making financial 

decisions within the community.   
 6.3.4.C.1.  Develop and implement a group initiative that addresses an economic issue 

impacting children. 
 6.3.4.D.1  Identify actions that are unfair or discriminatory, such as bullying, and propose 

solutions to address such actions.   

Key Concepts and Skills 

 

Students will be able to 

● understand the concept of scarcity. 
● understand that prices go up or down based on supply and demand. 
● define and identify bartering and the use of money as types of trade. 
● determine why using money is a more efficient means of buying and selling. 
● understand the concept of trade with other countries. 
● respond correctly, using the RACE elements, to open-ended questions dealing with the topics 
      under study. 

● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 

research (done in Computer Lab as well as during Library periods).     
● continue to increase one’s understanding of bullying, harassment, and intimidation as 

inappropriate and unacceptable behaviors and to seek solutions to end the conflicts. 
● gain knowledge of the appropriate use of operations and related applications of technology  

            and digital tools. 

● understand that the design process is a systematic approach to solving problems.  
 

Learning Activities  

 

Students will work independently and collaboratively to 

● write about a time you traded with someone for something you wanted. 
● discuss produce grown in New Jersey and the effects a drought has on farming; include 

evidence to support your conclusion, such as a chart showing rainfall amounts over a period 

of time.   
● set up a “Bartering Center” in which students barter with each other for goods and services.   
● using magazines and catalogs, make a collage of items imported from other countries and 

exported to other countries. 
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● identify a list of needs and a list of wants and be able to explain the differences between the 

two lists.   
● decide upon an economic issue that impacts children, such as toy prices, and develop and 

implement a group initiative to raise money for children who cannot afford to have toys.   
● complete Brain Pop activities on needs and wants and supply and demand. 
● complete activities on Harcourt website focusing on Unit 6 “People in the Marketplace.” 
● participate in Smart Board activities that pertain to the use of money in buying and selling.  
● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 

research (done in Computer Lab as well as during Library periods).     
● continue discussions about bullying situations and discussing possible resolutions to the 

conflict.      
 

Assessments 

Formative: 

 Teacher Observation (anecdotal notes) 

 Class/group participation 

 Exit Tickets 

 Writing Journals 

 Quizzes 

 

Summative: 

 Chapter Tests 

 Unit Tests 

 

Alternative: 

 Bartering Center 

 Import/Export Collage 

Career Education 

 CRP5. Students will consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions 

when participating in the bartering center. 

21
st
 Century Skills  

 9.1.4.A.3 Students will explain how income affects spending and take-home pay when 

learning about goods and services. 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

English Language Arts: 

Speaking and Listening 
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 SL.2.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about good and 

services and bartering with peers and adults in small and larger groups.  

o A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful 

ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts 

under discussion).  

o B. Build on others' talk in conversations by linking their explicit comments to the 

remarks of others.  

o C. Ask for clarification and further explanation as needed about the topics and texts 

under discussion. 

Reading Informational Text 

 RI.2.10. Read and comprehend informational texts, including history/social studies 

(Harcourt People We Know; ReadWorks articles), science, and technical texts, at grade 

level text complexity proficiently with scaffolding as needed. 

 

 

Technology Integration 

● 8.1.2.A.1 Students will identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose 

when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 

● 8.1.2.A.2  Students will create a document using Google Docs. 

● 8.1.2.A.4 Students will demonstrate developmentally appropriate navigation skills in virtual 

environments (Connect Ed platform) 

● 8.1.2.B.1 Students will llustrate and communicate original ideas and stories using multiple 

digital tools and resources (Google Slides and Flip Grid) 

● 8.1.2.C.1 Engage in a variety of developmentally appropriate learning activities with 

students in other classes, schools, or countries using various media formats such as online 

collaborative tools, and social media. 

● 8.1.2.D.1 Students will develop an understanding of ownership of print and nonprint 

information when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 

 

Time Frame 5 weeks 

Topics 

 

● WORLD CULTURES  
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Essential Questions 

 

● How am I connected to the past?  
● How does my family’s heritage and traditions influence my current family life?  
● What is culture and why is the United States a country of many cultures? 
● What are effective strategies for accessing various sources of information and historical 

evidence, determining their validity, and using them to solve a problem or find a solution to a 

public policy question? 
 

Enduring Understandings 

 

● The world is comprised of nations that are similar to and different from the United States. 
● In an interconnected world, it is important to consider different cultural perspectives before 

proposing solutions to local, state, national, and global challenges.   
● Creativity and innovation have led to improvements in lifestyle, access to information, and the 

creation of new products.   
● Immigrants come to New Jersey and the United States for various reasons and have a major 

impact on the state and the nation.  
● American culture, based on specific traditions and values, has been influenced by the behaviors 

of different cultural groups living in the United States. 
● Culture struggle to maintain traditions in a changing society. 
● The cultures with which an individual or group identifies change and evolve in response to 

interactions with other groups and/or in response to needs or concerns.  
● People view and interpret events differently because of the times in which they live, the 

experiences they have had, the perspectives held by their cultures, and their individual points of 

view.      
● Key historical events, documents, and individuals led to the development of our nation.  
● Many cultural traditions and heritages contribute to our state’s and nation’s diversity.   
● The past influences the present and the future.   
● The United States is a nation of immigrants who have come to New Jersey and America for 

various reasons and have had a major impact on the development of the state and the nation.    
● Active citizens in the 21

st
 century  

o recognize that people have different perspectives based on their beliefs, values, 

traditions, culture, and experiences. 
o identify stereotyping, bias, prejudice, and discrimination in their lives and communities.  
o are aware of their relationships to people, places, and resources in the local community 

and beyond. 
o make informed and reasoned decisions by seeking and assessing information, asking 

questions, and evaluating alternate solutions.   
o develop strategies to reach consensus and resolve conflict. 
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o demonstrate understanding of the need for fairness and take appropriate action against 

unfairness.  
● There are credible and questionable sources of information about historical and contemporary 

events.  

 

Alignment to Standards 

● 6.1.4.A.14  Describe how the world is divided into many nations that have their own  

governments, languages, customs, and laws.   

● 6.1.4.A.15  Explain how and why it is important that people from diverse cultures 

collaborate to find solutions to community, state, national, and global challenges.    

● 6.1.4.C.16  Explain how creativity and innovation resulted in scientific achievement and 

inventions in many cultures during different historical periods.   

● 6.1.4.D.1 Determine the impact of European colonization on Native American populations, 

including the Lenni Lenape of New Jersey. 

●  6.1.4.D.3  Evaluate the impact of voluntary and involuntary immigration on America’s      

growth as a nation, historically and today. 

●  6.1.4.D.4  Explain how key events led to the creation of the United States and the state of          

New Jersey. 

● 6.1.4.D.14  Trace how the American identity evolved over time.   

● 6.1.4.D.15  Explain how various cultural groups have dealt with the conflict between  

maintaining traditional beliefs and practices and adopting new beliefs and practices. 

● 6.1.4.D.18  Explain how an individual’s beliefs, values, and traditions may reflect more than 

one culture. 

● 6.1.4.D.19  Explain how experiences and events may be interpreted differently by people 

with different cultural or individual perspectives.   

● 6.1.4.D.20  Describe why it is important to understand the perspectives of other cultures in 

an interconnected world.  

● 6.3.4.D.1  Identify actions that are unfair or discriminatory, such as bullying, and propose 

solutions to address such actions.   

Key Concepts and Skills 

 

Students will be able to 

● define the following terms: culture immigrant, custom, tradition, language, diversity, 

conflict, invention, scientist, and artist.   
● identify some of the reasons immigrants come to the United States. 
● recognize that immigrants bring a variety of cultures to the United States. 
● describe how cultures bring diversity to our country. 
● recognize the unique traditions and customs of different cultures. 
● recognize that one person can be part of more than one culture at the same time, i.e., being a 
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child of two parents from different cultures.   
● recognize that a blend of cultures has helped to produce the American identity. 
● use a calendar to determine future and past dates and events. 
● understand that American identity has evolved over time largely because we have had so 

many immigrants, both voluntary and involuntary, who brought their own culture, ideas, 

and traditions with them and contributed them to our society.   
● understand the difference between adopting new beliefs and ways and adapting to new 

beliefs and ways.  
● understand that acceptance of others’ perspectives is necessary in an interconnected world 

in order to learn and so that peace is promoted.          
● gain knowledge of the appropriate use of operations and related applications of technology and 
      digital tools. 

● use digital tools to enhance creativity and construct knowledge.  
● use digital tools and environments to support the learning process and foster collaboration in 
      solving local and global problems.  

● use technological advancements to create societal concerns regarding the practice of safe,  
      legal, and ethical behaviors.   

● gain knowledge of the designed world and that it is a product of a design process that provides 
            the means to convert resources into products and systems.   

● respond correctly, using the RACE elements, to open-ended questions dealing with the topics 
      under study. 

● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 

research (done in Computer Lab as well as during Library periods).     
● continue to increase their understanding of bullying, intimidation, and harassment as  

inappropriate and unacceptable behaviors.     

 

Learning Activities  

 

Students will work independently and collaboratively to 

● discuss different holidays and what is celebrated in each student’s home; have them each 

share one of their traditions by drawing a picture of it and writing a sentence about it on a 

square; attach all squares together to create a classroom quilt of traditions.   
● write a story about a personal family tradition and draw a picture to accompany it.   
● interview family members about how and why a family or its ancestors came to the United 

States. 
● using keyboarding skills, write a story about a tradition your family has and illustrate it by 

using drawing tools on the computer.  Share the information by skyping with another class 

within the local, state, or national area.    
● hold an International Day in which items such as dress and food from the various cultures 
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represented in the class are brought in and shared. 
● skype with students from other nations about their culture and traditions.  Share an 

“International Day” though separated by distance.     
● write a narrative pretending to be a Native American child when the settlers arrived and 

made them change their way of life.   
● create fill-in-the-blank sentences using vocabulary relating to culture. 
● use a Venn diagram to compare your culture with another classmates. 
● research how dress has changed over time in this country; choose an era and dress up like 

people dressed in that area; write a brief description explaining this era and present it to the 

class.   
● design a class “Cultural Hall of Fame.”  Research people who have made a difference in our 

lives, such as Edison or Alexander Graham Bell, and using keyboarding skills, develop a 

report that tells why they should be honored in the class’ “Cultural Hall of Fame.” 
● construct a timeline showing dates of important cultural events in American history.  

Subtract or count years to figure out how much time passed between events.   
● sing the song, “It’s A Wonderful World” and discuss its meaning, particularly the phrases 

about colors.   
● read about and discuss people from other cultures who have contributed to American 

society.  
● make telephones by using plastic tubing and funnels or paper cups and string to illustrate the 

concept of telephones.   
● using your choice of medium, design and create a cultural monument that honors a 

particular aspect of American history.   
● interview an immigrant and the write a paragraph about who the person is, where he/she 

was from, and why they came to the United States; explain what that person did in his/her 

life; draw a picture to accompany the paragraph and share with peers. 
● learn a song, dance, or game from another culture to share with the class. 
● demonstrate understanding of the use of a calendar by locating future and past dates and 

events.   
● review vocabulary and key concepts using Harcourt’s website. 
● use the Internet to view and learn about the reasons behind the different greetings customary 

to different countries.   
● continue to learn about which Internet sources are legitimate and credible when conducting 

research   
● continue discussions about bullying situations and discussing possible resolutions to the 

conflict.      

Assessments 

Formative: 

 Teacher Observation (anecdotal notes) 

 Class/group participation 
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 Exit Tickets 

 Writing Journals 

 Quizzes 

 

Summative: 

 Chapter Tests 

 Unit Tests 

 

Alternative: 

 Classroom Quilt (traditions) 

Career Education 

 CRP4. Students will communicate clearly and effectively and with reason when presenting 

about a family tradition. 

21
st
 Century Skills  

      

Interdisciplinary Connections 

English Language Arts: 

Speaking and Listening 

 SL.2.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about family 

traditions and holidays with peers and adults in small and larger groups.  

o A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful 

ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts 

under discussion).  

o B. Build on others' talk in conversations by linking their explicit comments to the 

remarks of others.  

o C. Ask for clarification and further explanation as needed about the topics and texts 

under discussion. 

Reading Informational Text 

 RI.2.10. Read and comprehend informational texts, including history/social studies 

(Harcourt People We Know; ReadWorks articles), science, and technical texts, at grade 

level text complexity proficiently with scaffolding as needed. 
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Technology Integration 

● 8.1.2.A.1 Students will identify the basic features of a digital device and explain its purpose 

when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 

● 8.1.2.A.2  Students will create a document using Google Docs. 

● 8.1.2.A.4 Students will demonstrate developmentally appropriate navigation skills in virtual 

environments (Connect Ed platform) 

● 8.1.2.B.1 Students will llustrate and communicate original ideas and stories using multiple 

digital tools and resources (Google Slides and Flip Grid) 

● 8.1.2.C.1 Engage in a variety of developmentally appropriate learning activities with 

students in other classes, schools, or countries using various media formats such as online 

collaborative tools, and social media. 

● 8.1.2.D.1 Students will develop an understanding of ownership of print and nonprint 

information when using Pebble Go to participate in shared research activities. 
 

 

 

 

Modifications (ELL, Special Education, At-Risk Students, Gifted and Talented, and 504 

Plans)  

ELL:   

 Work toward longer passages as skills in English increase   
 Use visuals  
 Introduce key vocabulary before lesson   
 Teacher models reading aloud daily   
 Provide peer tutoring   
 Use of Bilingual Dictionary  
 Guided notes and/or scaffold outline for written assignments 
 Provide students with English Learner leveled readers. 

 

Supports for Students With IEPs:   

 Allow extra time to complete assignments or tests   
 Guided notes and/or scaffold outline for written assignments 
 Work in a small group   
 Allow answers to be given orally or dictated   
 Use large print books, Braille, or books on CD (digital text)   
 Follow all IEP modifications 

 

At-Risk Students: 

 Guided notes and/or scaffold outline for written assignments 
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 Introduce key vocabulary before lesson  
 Work in a small group   
 Lesson taught again using a differentiated approach  
 Allow answers to be given orally or dictated   
 Use visuals / Anchor Charts  
 Leveled texts according to ability  

 

Gifted and Talented: 

 Create an enhanced set of introductory activities (e.g. advance organizers, concept 
maps, concept puzzles)   

 Provide options, alternatives and choices to differentiate and broaden the curriculum   
 Organize and offer flexible small group learning activities   
 Provide whole group enrichment explorations   
 Teach cognitive and methodological skills   
 Use center, stations, or contracts   
 Organize integrated problem-solving simulations   
 Propose interest-based extension activities 
 Expose students to beyond level texts. 

 

Supports for Students With 504 Plans: 

 Follow all the 504 plan modifications  
 Text to speech/audio recorded selections 
 Amplification system as needed 
 Leveled texts according to ability 
 Fine motor skill stations embedded in rotation as needed  
 Modified or constrained spelling word lists 
 Provide anchor charts with high frequency words and phonemic patterns 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


